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Points of Entry is an initiative to bring youth into the arts and culture economy and to enhance

institutions' workforce cultivation activities. Through impactful interventions, a network of partnerships,

and training resources for individuals and institutions, Points of Entry will engage cultural audiences who

institutions have traditionally excluded. In addition to enabling their contributions, it will address the

systemic barriers—people, programs, policies, and culture—that have been an impediment to authentic

participation.

In March 2011, the United States Census Bureau trumpeted that “2010 Census Shows America's

Diversity. The Bureau projects that the nation’s nonwhite population will grow from 39% to 56% by1

2060, continuing a trend that dates back to 1950.2

Many arts institutions attempt to reflect their communities through images of diverse audiences in their

annual reports. In reality, is that representative of these audiences’ participation? Even if it were, does

their attendance reflect their equity or sense of belonging in institutions? The 2015 Art Museum Staff

Demographic Survey pointed out that despite the overall population demographics, racial/ethnic

minorities hold only 16% of art museums’ leadership and decisionmaking positions:

“White staff continue to dominate the job categories most closely associated with the

intellectual and educational mission of museums, including those of curators, conservators,

educators, and leadership (from director and chief curator to head of education or

conservation).”3

Philadelphia’s cultural assets—organizations for visual arts, performing arts, and other

nonprofits—contribute $4.1 billion to the region’s economy and employ more than 50,000. Despite

compelling research around “the benefits of culture for social inclusion,” the impacts largely accrue to4

communities where there is already “concentrated advantage.”5

As recent controversies demonstrate—“Honor students complain of racial incidents at Boston's Museum

of Fine Arts” —the consequences of the field’s demographic discrepancy are not abstractions. When6

combined with expanding notions of a “cultural experience” and the ongoing battle for attention and

6 https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/24/us/mfa-boston-students-racial-incidents-trnd/index.html

5 “The Arts and Social Inclusion,” remarks presented by Mark J. Stern at The Future of the City: The Arts
Symposium, organized by the University of Chicago and the National Endowment for the Arts, June 7,
2011.

4 "Culture's Contribution to Social Wellbeing,” Communities, Culture, and Capabilities, University of
Pennsylvania Social Impact of the Arts Project (SIAP) and Reinvestment Fund,  p. 4.

3 Art Museum Staff Demographic Survey, The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in partnership with the
Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD), the American Alliance of Museums (AAM), and Ithaka
S+R,
https://mellon.org/programs/arts-and-cultural-heritage/art-history-conservation-museums/demographic-sur
vey/ , 2015,

2 https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2018/demo/P25_1144.pdf
1 https://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/2010_census/cb11-cn125.html
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relevance, institutions’ lack of representation puts them at odds with demographic trends and

undermines their ability to remain competitive in the marketplace.

The traditional model for addressing representation on museum staffs has included identifying promising

professionals from traditionally excluded demographics (typically racial and ethnic minorities) and

supporting their contribution to existing institutions. These aspirants are, generally, already committed

to pursuing careers in the arts and to bearing the burden of diversity in institutions that are deeply

rooted in colonialist assumptions. Programs for youth that serve larger populations, including

Philadelphia’s teen-centered STAMP (Students at Museums in Philadelphia), promote access for teen

cultural consumers, not producers. Functioning independently, existing efforts have had a negligible

effect on the racial/ethnic demographics of the arts and culture workforce and even less of an effect on

the culture of institutions and the field.7

Points of Entry represents an ambitious intervention, grounded in fulfilling potential and expanding the

career possibilities for Philadelphia youth. Points of Entry connects and systematizes existing

components—internships, teen councils, academic programs—to facilitate new participants’ stake in and

sense of empowerment in this economic sector.

A consortium of arts organizations and secondary/post-secondary education providers supports:

● Engagement and mentoring at critical points of a career trajectory

● Promotion of opportunities

● Cultivation of professional habits and mentoring networks

● Training to cultivate inclusive professional environments

For some youth, Points of Entry will result in transformative career experiences; all will benefit from arts

participation and will increase their appreciation for their ability to make an impact and for the vitality8

of the region’s arts and culture sector. Additionally, Points of Entry will model how to create change at

scale in the arts and culture field.

Points of Entry includes six components:

● A census and online mapping of youth programs in Philadelphia’s visual arts institutions. This

would highlight employment and enrichment opportunities for students in grades 8-12 and

youth ages 13-19. This will be updated on a rolling basis.

8 The Arts and Achievement in At-Risk Youth: Findings from Four Longitudinal Studies,
“https://www.arts.gov/news/2012/new-nea-research-report-shows-potential-benefits-arts-education-risk-yo
uth

7 Art Museum Staff Demographic Survey 2018, The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in partnership with the
Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD), the American Alliance of Museums (AAM), and Ithaka
S+R, https://mellon.org/resources/news/articles/art-museum-staff-demographic-survey-2018/
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● A digital hub that includes interactive flow charts for careers, connecting individual interests to

curricular and co-curricular opportunities at cultural organizations, colleges and universities, and

youth development agencies in the region. This would be the online nexus and social network

for youth participants and institutions.

Among the hub’s features is a mentor repository, with interviews and podcasts from

professionals in the visual arts field. This would serve as an online version of “A day in the life

of…,” offering, local, national, and even international examples of “Where are people like me in

this field?” “What is the value of what these people do?” “What was their career path?” and

“What could my path be?” For institutions, the digital hub would be a forum for sharing

practices, resources, and questions, as well as for promoting opportunities.

● Open Houses, presented in conjunction with the School District of Philadelphia’s Office of the

Arts and Academic Enrichment. These programs will showcase the varied and vital activities that

go on inside these institutions, the work of museum professionals, and the questions the arts

and culture fields will be responding to in the future.

● A 1-week, cohort-based summer intensive for youth. This program would expose them to six key

museum functions (curatorial, administrative, education, fundraising, conservation/preservation,

and visitor experience).

● A program for college-age learners that includes subsidized internships and co-operative

opportunities, as well as cohort-based supporting programs.

● Long-term mentoring from innovative practitioners and senior leadership in institutions.

● Institutional learning initiatives that remedy the systems and structures that have created

unhealthy, exclusive cultures.

Outcomes and Impacts

For participants

● Introduction to new professional possibilities

● Increased engagement in a sector that has an economic impact of $4.1 billion and supports

50,000+ full-time equivalent jobs (https://philaculture.org/prosperity)

● Active cultivation of interests and hands-on development of skills, and academic and

professional habits

● Opportunities in and with institutions via funded internships and fellowships

● Long-term mentoring and professional networks

For Institutions



● A model for identifying and addressing systems and cultures that have been a barrier to

participation and a detriment to institutional health

● A dynamic, longitudinal program that actively invites young people, supports their engagement,

and prepares them for both careers and cultural advocacy

● An expanded pool of ethnically and socioeconomically diverse candidates for positions in cultural

organizations—from entry level to senior staff

● An enhanced platform to engage a rapidly evolving stakeholder base


